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ABSTRACT
Drastic change is taking place in America today.. If

drastic change does indeed foster revolution then our challenge is to
help bring about peaceful re%olution by making those changes that
give power to the powerless.. Both the majority and the minority
groups are presented with the challenge of developing strategies and
techniques for implementing these strategies which will impart the
educational, technical, social and political skills which will enable
the weak to get bread, human dignity, freedom and strength by their
own efforts. The American political system will yield only to
incremental changes. These can however be consistent--depending upon
the ability of groups and factions to mobilize large numbers of
people. A strategy for productive sociopolitical behavior could
utilize David Easton's model of a political system which emphasizes
environmental influences on political activity.. Along with changes in
the sociopolitical arena are concomitant changes in other
institutions such as the school.. Educational innovation and
sociopolitical innovation have been riding anunprecedented wave of
concern. The bureaucratic structure of the school system and the
political system is speaking and cracking at the joint..What is
needed by those of us responsible for providing leadership in the
school is a management strategy for producing change.. Organizational
development is an emerging management strategy which is action
research oriented..It is a process which can be used to attack any
problem in the schools..[Some pages in this document are only
marginally legible.) (Author /JM)
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Eric Hoffer (1963, p. 7) has said that when aPopulation undergoing

drastic change is without abundant opportunities for individual action

and self - advancement,' it develops a hunger for faith, pride and unity.

The population undergoing drastic change becomes receptive to all manner

of proselytizing, and becomes eager to throw itself into collective under-

takings which aim at "showing the world." Hoffer further suggests that

drastic change, under certain conditions, creates a proclivity for fanati-

cal attitudes, united action, and spectacular manifestations of flatting

and defiance; it creates an atmosphere of revolution. Perhaps, rather

than revolutions being set in motion:to realize drastic changes, it is

drastic change which sets the stage for revolution. Hoffer claims that

the revolutionary mood and temper are generated by the irritations, dif-

ficulties, hungers, and

tic change.

Sir Francis Bacon

though it be not good,

gone together are as it

frustrations inherent in the realization of dras-

said, "It is true that what is settled by custom,

yet it is fit. And those things which have long

were confederate with themselves; whereas new

things though they help by their utility, yet they trouble by their incon-

formity."

For too many years in American society custom had settled many of our

sociopolitical arrangements in ways which, using Bacon's statement, were
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"fit," confuter,*.':
with themselves. With the landmdr+

sion of the suprene court the possibility of new sociopolitical arr:fnge-

ments began to present many challenges to older arrangements whi,.h began

immediately to tr:,:ble by their inconformity. The result of the :P' 11'.

decision was not immediate emancipation of the Negro but isolation an,:

exposure of all minority grouv. The newly emergfng minority grow me-n-

bers can become i;red to the burdens and strains of a more autonomou:

existence only when they are offered abundant opportunities for'self-

assertion or self-realization. The minority individual needs an en.,iron-

ment in which achievement,
acquisition, sheer action or the develonent

of his talents seems within easy reach. It appears that where the changing

status of the minority individual is in process and when self-confidence

and self-esteem seem
unattainable, he becomes a highly explosive entity.

The awakening of the minority groups in America did not come from an

accession of strength. It was not brought about by a gradual or sudden

increase of material,
intellectual, or moral powers, but by a sense of

weakness. Hoffer (1967) also suggests that, if pc4er corrupts, weakness

also corrupts. Power corrupts the few, but weakness corrupts the many.

The resentment of the weak springs from their inadequacy and impotence.

We cannot win the weak by sharing our wealth with them for they then feel

our generosity as oppression. Our healing gift to the weak must be in

the form of self-help. We must learn to impart to them the educational,

technical, social, and political skills which enable the weak to get

bread, human dignity, freedom and strength by their own efforts.

The two areas addressed by this papen for developing self-help for

the minority groups in America are in the sociopolitical and educational



areas. because one of the authors of this ;)aper i. a Negro some of

paper's focus in upon the black minority groups and their problem; now-

ever, it is believed by both authors that the principles outlined /2:4,17

to blacks and Chicanos as well as to other minority groups.

Sociopolitical Environment

Local governments still, according to Banfield and Wilson (1W;) serve

two principle functions, one of supplying those goods and services wnich can-

not be supplied under private auspices, and the other function--a pcditical

one, is that of managing conflict in matters of public importance. It is

primarily in the latter function that the greatest problems affecting the

sociopolitical environment occur. Banfield and Wilson reported that issues

arise out of or at least are nourished from, the more lasting decision in

the society, known as cleavages. These are issues which divide the community

into "we" and "they",groups.

In some communities, continue Banfield and Wilson (1963) there are few

lines of cleavage and none that run very deep. There are many villages

and small cities in the United States with an extremely homogeneous popula-

tion; conflict occurs in these of course, but the grouping of forces is

"ad hoc." It is necessary to choose up sides afresh for every conflict,

because there are no lasting principles of division. Historically the

principal division affecting city politics has not been within tne

but betweenthe country side and the city. This cleavage goes back to

the very beginnings of our history; since colonial days, Americans have

cherished the mytn that the farmer is morally superior to the city dwel-

ler. The view of the city as tne harlot bent on corrupting the simple,



wholesome country -.(e. been accepted not only by cu4nty men, hair.,

a surpriming exter.t, Ly ,_ity dwellers as well. In turn, some city dwI-

lers, particularly li!,erals, have in recent years viewe' with ince:Ining

dismay the "backwar!" "selfish" attitudes of rural i_eople.

The long-stan'linz -1Ltipathy of "upstate" or "downstate" to tilt: Lig

city is in some cases a reflection of original differencen in culture.

Chicago for example, was settled by immigrants from Ohio and New York.

Where as "downstate"*Illinois was settled by immigrants from the border

states and the South. When Chicago was hardly more than a village and

contained no "foreigners" to speak of, it was actively disliked by the

rural hinterland. With this type of orientation, cleavages will always

constitute a factor in politics especially in urban areas.

Technically, about three-fourths of the American population now live

in areas the census bureau defines as "urban." It is easy to argue, as

Senator Abraham Ribicoff has done (in Banfield & Wilson, 1963) that

because "seventy percent of all Americans now live in or close to cities- -

the fate of the city and the future of our country are one and the same

thing."

Recently a profusion of books and articles with ominous titles (in

Lineberry & Sharkansky, 1971) have decried the state of urban life.

Sickcities, Cities in a Race with Time, The Death and Life of Great

American Cities, and the Metropolitan Enigma suggest the widely held

view that life in the city is increasingly inhospitable.

Within the cities and metropolitan areas the most important cleavages

reports Banfield and Wilson (1971) are thOse between (1) haves and have-

nots, (2) suburbanities and the central city, (3) ethnic and racial groups,



and (4) political parties. They tend to cut across each other an,:, in

general, to become one fundamental cleavage separating two oppo:.i.:.g con-

ceptions of the public interest.

Disparity in kinds and distribution of property, Jr ag....s Madi%::. said,

is the most fundamental cause of parties and factions in all ape-,

places. Time and experience have given credibility to tnis position.

Cities are the major producers of wealth in the contemporary "'rated

States, primarily because they have the personnel and facilities -:.at

process the raw materials of the fields and mines into finished cs-rodi-

/i

ties. Almost as important, cities have those specialists 'in medi-..ine,

law, theater, the arts, fashions, and entertainment; whose work is highly

prized in a culture of increasingly sophisticated tasks.

The population growth of urban areas is one sign of their economic

prosperity, but this growth is also a source of problems for urban

authorities. This ig due to the fact that prosperity also attracts many

untrained segments of the population who want better opportunities for

themselves and their families.

The cost to the city of providing some newcomers with service is

substantially greater t%n the value of these newcomers' skills to the

city's economy. Urban slums, to which many of these immigrants, and

migrants flock, represent a combination of the attractions of the city

for poor people and the inability of many immigrants and migrants to

succeed in the urban environment. "Here, again," to quote Lineberry and

Sharkansky (1971) "is an irony of the urban economy: an abundance of

wealth that begets, poverty, even while it reproduces itself, and local
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authorities who do not :Ave adequate access to the renfilre.nn to sdt;%ty

the intense demands mace upon them."

What is a viaLle strategy to maximize the social, economic, eduod-

tional and political opportunity of that segment of our society that

Michael Harrington (19Q) refers to as "the Other American" or what

Jacob Riis (1957) calls "the Other Half." That segment that may be

identified individually or ethnically as Blacks, Puerto Rican, Indians,

Chicanos--depending on the allocation of space and time sequence.

Blacks have had some experiences of observing the movements toward

liberation and separation. They have also observed the backlash from

these movements. A brief look at these experiences may shed some light

on this problem facing alllminority groups. The late Whitney M. Young,

Jr. (1970) reported that:

Separatism as a strategy for equality has never worked
and it never will. The South is dotted with all-black towns.
They have all the trapping of power--black mayors, black
police, black schools. But they do not have side walks,
money, or jobs. Political separatism--as in all black towns
has failed. Economic separatism doesn't have a much better
chance of succeeding. Young advocated an integrated society,
not because associating with whites is of itself a good thing
but because it is only through participation in the mainstream
that full equality can be achieved.

Roy Wilkins (1970) of the NAACP stated, that the separatists forget

that their siren call has repeatedly failed. He stated that the credit

for the election of blacks as Kenneth Gibson to mayorship of Newark,

Howard Lee of Chapel Hill, N. C., Mayor Hatcher of Gary, Indiana, Charles

Evers as Mayor of Fayette, Mississippi and Carl Stokes as Mayor of

Cleveland, came about- ot as a result of confrontation, liberation, or

separation--but as a re ult of voter registration, close study of the1

strategies of politics, adapting to the realities in an urban situation.

a

r.

I
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The nominations to tr.e Supreme Court of Clement F. Haynrsworth, Jr.

of G.,Harrold Carnwell and in 1930 of the late John J. Parker, were all

defeated through organizations backed up with a voting public, through

a familiarity with the workings of the federal government and through

meticulous and painstaking day-to-day lobbying with senators and voters

back home. A coalition process-sanctioned and legitimatized within, the

system (Wilkins, 197C).

The American political system will not bend or yield to an.abrupt

revolution, only through incremental changes will the political system

yield. These incremental changes can however be consistent-depending

upon the ability of groups and factions to mobilize large numbers of

people. A strategy for productive sociopolitical behavior, could utilize

David Easton's (in Lineberry A Sharkansky, 1971) model of a political

system which emphasizes environmental influences on political activity.

His premise suggests that it is possible to separate things political

from their environment.

Things making up this environment are factors, such as: economic,

social, religious, ethnic attitudes and behavior. They also include the

decision, policies, rules, and expenditures of states and the *vderal

government. In addition to the environment the basic analytic elements

of an urban political system include the inputs, or demands and resources

from the environment; the actors and agencies in the conversion process

who respond to inputs; the outputs, or policies formulated by decision

makers in the conversion process: the impact of policies on the environ-

ment; and the feedback of subsequent inputs to decision makers in response

to policy impact.
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In order to gain access to political, power, a g#oup may apply all al

the political resources available, to all elements o an urban political

system. If we uselaston's model of an urban nolitical system, the

elements include (1) the inputs, (2) conversion process,(3) outputs and

(4) impact.

Robert A. Dahl (in Lineberry 6 Sharkansky, 1971) describes political

resources in the following manner:

. . . might include an individual's own time; access to money,

credits or wealth; control over jobs; control over information

esteem or social standing; the possession of charisma, popularity,

legitimacy, or legality--the rights pertaining to public office- -

solidarity- -the right to vote, intelligence education and perhaps

even one's energy level.

All groups have political resources. To some degree every political

resource can be substituted for others. Lineberry (1971, p. 13) reports

that communities short on economic resources can attempt to pirate Indus-
.

try from other communities or can rely upon federal grants. Money can



purchase int orm.st ion, I ime dnd organization tor indlviqJa .M4
groups. Even groups without money are not completely without rewire:.::;.

The rich have money, Lut the poor have both the franchise and ntr:14.,th in

number::. nrouvs that have low f;nancial resources, continue: Liht:.urry

and Sharkansky, (191) often resort to such other resources as protots,

charisma, ethnic solidarity, and manipulation bf political symbol!:. Not

arrire equally endowed with political symbols. Not all are equally

endowed with political resources, but each has stock in some had of

resource. The trick is often to generate the motivation needed to apply

available resources. The importance of resources lies less in their poten-

tial availability than in the actual extent of their application ant in

the skills with which they are applied.

Many blacks have gained access to political power through mass voter

registration and follow-up activities to insure that the voters vote.

Such i power bast prqvides bargaining power that can be traded to maximize

economic, political, social and educational opportunities.

Anthony Downs (1971) strategy for combating racism could well con-

stitute in part, a strategy for productive sociopolitical behavior. The

nine basic strategies of Downs may be summarized as follows.

1. Make all Americans-especially whites-far more conscious ofthe widespread existence of racism in all its forms, and the immense
costs it imposes on the entire nation. Most whites are completely
unaware of the many kinds of institutional subordination they them-selves support. A crucial task facing thode who wish to combat
racism is converting this "blindness" into acute consciousness ofthe many unrecognized ways in which white attitudes, behavior, and
institutional structures continue to subordinate minority groups.

2. Build up the capabilities of minority group members, and
greatly strengthen their opportunities and power to exercise those
capabilities, especially regarding public and private activities
that directly affect them. This strategy embodies one of the ulti-
mate objectives of all the others: enabling presently subordinated



groups both ti, achieve and to exercise their maximum prtential.
The capabilities and opportunities connernad thereffre include
all types: economic, political, social, aesthetic, and culturi.
It is especially crucial to provide Negroes and other minority
group members with direct experience and power in designing, run-
ning, and evaluating Loth public and private programs and activi-
ties in their own neighborhoods. This will not only en }.ance tLe

capabilities of many deprived minority group members, but also
permit many others who already have such capabilitit.; to demon-
strate their skills and competence both to themselves and to the
Nation as a whole.

Four key observations are relevant to this strategy:

a. An essehtial ingredient is expressing strong political
support for key national policies concerning housing, education,
civil rights, employment, welfare programs, tax reforms, and other
measures with antiracist effects.

b. In primarily Negro areas, this strategy is closely rela-
ted to the concepts of "Black Power" and "Black Nationalism," but
is need not involve support of geographic separatism.

c. One important device for developing Negro and other
minority group business capabilities is the "third-part contract"
for providing both public and private services. Lor instance,
if expanded government services concerning neighborhood mainten-
ance were to be carried out, the local government could contract
that function in mainly Negro areasto a Negro-owned and operated.
firm orgu::ieed for that purpxse, rather than enlarging the govern-
ment itself. An example is PRIDE, Inc., in Washington, D. C.
Similarly, white-owned firms procuring or providing services in
mainly Negro areas should make every effort to use Kegro-owned and
operated firms, or Negro franchise operators, as intermediaries
between them and their final customers. In some cases, it will
take major efforts by the white tires concerned to help minority
group members organize new firms and manage them successfully.
These efforts are a key input which whites can contribute to the
success of this batic strategy.

d. One of the objectives of this basic strategy is to equip
Negroes and other minority group leaders with much greater bar-
gaining power in dealing with whites.

3. Develop legislative and other programs which simultan-
eously provide benefits for significant parts of the white majority
and for dopried or other members of nonwhite minority groups, so
it will be. in the immediate self-interest of the former to support
programs which aid the latter.

4. Insure that minority groups members are in a position to
contribute to the design, execution, and evaluation of all major
social policies and programs. This will improve the quality of
such policies and programs by introducing a certain sensitivity to
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human valuon i% too often lacl,ing in the overly technology-

orionted behavior of the white maiority.

5. Influence local, state, and national policies and program-
both public an(! private-so they hive certain characteristi,:-:

will reduce their possible racist effeots.
a.. Avoidance of any action or arrangement that unnecessarily

produces, sustains, or emphasizes derogatory or stigmatizinF fares

of differentiation.
b. Emphasis upon participation by, and within, the pie

sector rather than direct dependencyupon government at any le7el.
c. Use of a metropolitan area-wide geographic focus wher.e7er

possible.

6. Create recognition among all Americans that overc6.::%z
burdens of racism will cost a great deal of money, time, effort,
and institutional change; but that this cost is a worthwhile in7est-
ment in the future which both society as a whole and indivirit.al tax-

payers can bear without undue strain.

7. Search out and develop alliances of nonwhites and w!-.1:es

organized to obtain common practical goals, particularly in c -.-..-

bating racism.

8. Create many more positively oriented contracts between
whites and Negroes and other minority group members-including :er-
sonal contacts, intergroup contacts, and those occurring thrmIgh
mass media.

9. Open up many more opportunities for minority group members
in now predominantly white organizations (such as businesses), areas
(such as suburban neighborhoods), or institutions (such as pudic
schools), and encourage other arrangements where members of differ-
ent groups work, live, or act together.

Educational Environment

Along with changes in the sociopolitical arena are concomitant changes

in other institutions such as the school. While focusing upon strategies for

managing change as relates to minority groups it will be helpful tc examine

change in the general educational scene and some ways that seem to be help-

ful in dealing with such changes.

We live in an era of educational change. Throughout the country tea-

chers are beginning to ask - "Who needs a principal?" The feeling is that



the principal cdi..es more problems than heheips_to. solve. lie ie mort of

a hindrance than a help. Teacher unions are growing like fields of wild

poppies. And spearing of poppies, pupils in the schools have changed the

life of the :;apoi ;,rincipal. The principal has to contend with drug

scene and the problerns that accompany it; the counter-culture mow' ':.t

and its defiance of dress and grooming customs. %rents want administra-

tors and teachers to be accountable but do not want to give adequate

for much beyond a fare minimum program.

The problems associated with busing, relevancy of the curricLiem,

accountability, and school financing are but barometers of a changinz

Future shock is the way that Alvin Toffler (1970. p. 11) describes

it in his book by that name. Toffler states:

Future shock is a time phenomenon, a product of the greater
accelerated rate of change in society. It arises from the super-

imposition of a new culture on an old one. It is culture shock

in one's own society. But its impact is far worse. For most

Peace Corps men, in fact most travelers have the comforting know-

ledge that the culture they left behind will be there to return

to. The victim of future shock does not.

Future shock is the dizzying disorientation brought on by
the premature arrival of the future. It may well be the most

important disease of tommorrow.

Future shock is the untimely arrival of the future, untimely in the

sense that no one seemingly, is prepared to manage the onslaught of

change. We expect and predict that minorities will seek and find relief

from oppression, youngsters will challenge the wisdom of elders, burea...:-

cracy will be attacked, but where is the strategy to deal with change.

Toffler (1970, p. 342) claims that what passes for education today,

even in our best schools and colleges, is a "hopeless anachronism." He

views mass education as an ingenious machine constructed by industralism

:.:



to produce the 1.-:r:,::: of adults it needed. Industralidm presented

educational im.tit.tion with the problem of pe-adapting children f,,r

the world of industralism--a world of competitive toil, smoke, noi%,:,

machines, crowded condilion%, collective discipline, and a wfi,:

in which time was tc conserved and regulated by the factory whi:A-e

and the clock. Totlier (1970, p. 344) states:

The sol.tion was an educational system that in its very
structure, stimulated this new world. This system did not

emerge instant 1. Even today it retains throw back elements

from pre-industrial society. Yet the whole idea of assembl-

ing masses of students (raw material) to be processed by
teachers (workers) in a centrally located school (factory)

was a stroke of industrial genius. The whole administrative
hierachy of education, as it grew up, followed the model of

industrial bureaucracy. The very organization of knowledge

into permanent disciplines was grounded on industrial assump-

tions. Children marched from place to place and sat in assign-

ed stations. Bells rang to announce changes of time.

The inner life of the school thus became an anticipatory
mirror, a perfect introduction to industrial society. The most

criticized features of education today--the regimentation, lack
of individualization, grading and marking, the authoritarian
role of the teadher--are precisely those that make mass public

education so effective for its place and time.

For many of us the need for a new super-industrial educa-
tion is evident, but only pdssible if we once more shift our

time bias forward. The failure to do this, is to reinforce
the observation of Charles Silberman, that prompted him to ask,
"Are schools depriving children of an education?"

Our school bureaucratic structure and its goal of adapting children

to an anachronistic industrial world and people to an anachronistic

sociopolitical environment will force us to develop strategies for change.

Bennis (1966, p. 9) claims that the bureaucracy thrives in a highly,

undifferentiated and stable environment, such as the climate of its youth,

the Industrial Revolution. Bennis further, reports that a pyramidal struc-

ture of authority with power concentrated in the hands of a few who have
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the knowledge and re:.o.:rces to control an entire enterpri::e was, and

an eminently suitahle arrangement for routinized tasks and period;

without change. But he goes on to say that the environmnt has changed

and that one factor accelerating; change is the growth of science, re search

and development activities, and intellectual technology. His argument to

summarize quickly is that:

It is the requireent of adaptability to the environment which
leads to the predicted demise of bureaucracy and the collapse
of management as we know it now /Bennis, 1966, p. 10/.

Toffler (1970, p. 124) believes that each age produces a form of

organization appropriate to its own tempo. Thus, during the long period

of agriculture civilization, societies were marked by their slow rate of

change. Because of delays in transportation and communication, informa-

tion moved at a relatively slow pace. Individuals and organizations were

seldom called upon to make what we would regard as high-speed decisions.

The age of industrialism brought a quickened tempo of life. During this

period, bureaucratic forms of organizations seemed suited to.making better

decisions than loose organizational, almost patriarchal forms, which pre-

ceeded them. The unanswered question is- -what, then will organizations

of the future look like and what strategies will be necessary to cope with

the problems with which they will have to deal? Or as James Madison (in

Banfield & Wilson, 1963) would have it, how can conflict be managed?

Would a strategy for change employing the techniques of coalition,

maximize political, economical, social, and educational opportunities for

Blacks and Chicanos in the Southwest?

The organizations of the future will 'increasingly challenge and

mately subplant bureaucracy. Toffler (1970, p. 109) calls this form of
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urbanologists, political scientists, and political practitioners are grap-

pling with problems associated with crime, poverty, -drug- abuse, ghetto

dwellers, minority representation, demise of the central city, annexatidni:

housing, racism, deprivation, and injustice. sptinkled liberally in this

pittpourri it a copious quantity Of Carl Rogers, Bi F. Skinner, JerSild,
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Art Combs, and Abraham %slow advancing concepts of r;i-1f-autonomy,

awareness, and Self,actualiZatien.

The bureaucratic structure of the school system and the pOiitic1 :

system is speaking and cracking at the joints. --what is needed by th':-:4#.

of us redPone'ible for leaderthip_ in the cho-61, IS: a manage

meat Strategy Change.

Bëôkhãrd (199, p. pepott_ihat4nost_oogitssie iao0400-todaI=.

are deeply concerned with aeveloping strategies to manage change

------ agetis in-teday_I-S-world:i_canAe--readtivet-oi,:e-tiviratirontai4onahat, -or-4;1=557,

,-,,:--..--= --_-_-,--adtiVer iia-:--;Shapesthefeniii:rothientr._ 'Ilr,b-eifig-proactive.--it15---iiecetsioriy--
-to .-seek -ways -t- 6-ettablith-k Ciiinitein iwhich = -11"ictiii-a--tj.h-g-ly -obnipiek de44-

-tiont-=tafi,=b6=-Made= and -iii--.4hich,dedi"OiCht-, can be---itia-d-0- 1.-3'-' people with the:"
-r".

_inforMatiOn----regardleSS--of -st heiii_--pOSition in t he=,oegthitatiOn Beckhar-di

Is)--tofthezi-faelt= that managers = are seeking ways to _edtablith=4

Work clrnãte in which increasingly complex technelogieS can be --managed

and in WhiCh_peeple-mho have an even higher sense of freedom and authonomy.

Ottaoitatioil_develOpMent is the name that Reokhard: and others are --attaCb-

ing to total,,SytteM, planned -change -efforts for coping With some of the=

problems and concerns just Mentioned.

Lewin (1958, pp. 191=214 laid the ground work for an evolving mana-

gerial change strategy called organizational development, when he developed

the notion that individual and group change is Most effective when norms

and Standards regulating member behavior are changed. It seems that when

a norm is changed individualS change their behavior to conform to the newly

established norms. "A Strategy for Productive Sodiopolitical and Mica=

tional Behavior" could well be defined as a strategy for establishing new

nos.



An example of would be how people or different racen betwved

when neparate nchools wan the norm, in contrant to how the same people

responded under new norm= whichaccompanied integration. The naMe Could,

he said for public ,:ccOmmodation: A more recent example of thin wat (wile

evident in the Democratic Party. Convention in Miami and the- local prim-

aries prior to the con7ention. Thus, the initial lOrces in organizational

development or "Strategy for Productive Sociopolitical and Educational

Behavior",is±normat14_change:- To put it_SuCeintlyif_a_groupdf_peOple;;_

_

WoO4 like tomakimite_their opportunities_social1y, economically- educa-

tionally _and;pelitiCallyond-Wayte5;bring-this-iabout would_he-td change: -4

the existing norms That-I:oft-that is tireventihg them frori receiving the-- ;

.v 1

)

lull benefits of free= and Open Society. ;Needless to say that to change' I
. q

..

a-norm it-a-cemplekpredets. A-_prodest- that-requires-a strategy. Reform-

ers are constantly trying -tOchange the-nertS. A 40ick view of riforiner0-

approach to change may be observed throughthe following illustration--

the ,plea for a guarantted-indoMe-Of X dollars annually==legalitation of

marijuana=-alcoholism-aS a Mental illness and yoU Complete, the litt. It

is our personal observation that the- extent to Which change is brought

about is dependent upon an accurate assessment of the interacting vari-
3

ables characteristic of. organization development.

Bennis (1969, p. in his book Organization: Its Nature, Origins

and Prospects defines organization development as a response to,chahge, a

complex educational strategTiniended to change the beliefs, attitudes,

values, and structure of organizations so that they are better adapt to .;

new technologies, markets, and challenges% and to the dizzying rate of

change itself.
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An opportunity w; afforded to apply techniques of organivAtion

development to a newly ,.lesegregated school in a umall southern town which

was the seat of state's oldest and leading University. Confronted with

all of the problems as:;ociated with school desegregation of a school with

a black-white ration of 50/50, the principal was able to develop succes

ful educational programs by- altering what had Leeh-the normal or tradi-

tional approach to-edticatiOhal4OgraMt-and-plahning.

Parents were ih4ited ihto-theadh661-and,toOk an active part in plati

fling and assisting with the-ed4ditibdii-Aatiifities.- A volunteer parehtti,,

Office was established and main*äined entirely by parents targe,J1UthLerif-

of parents were tobiiiied,thi;oUgh thit offide: The parents became active

resources and allies of the School and were invaluable in terms of sup-

port for the school at a very crucial period of transition.

Bennis (1969, pp. 10-15) describes the major characteristics of

organizational deVelOpmentat-follOWS:

1. It Is ran edddationalattategy adopted to bring about a
planned organizational change The strategy almost
always concentrates on changing florins ways of believing
and operating.

2. The changes sought are tied directly with a recognized
problem with which theorganizatioh is dealing. Bennis
groups these needs into three categories on the basis of
his past experience in OD.

3. OD relies on an educational strategy which emphasizes
field action based behavior. Experience based methods
are used to:
a. generate data relating to the problem
b. feedback data to relevant groups
c. plah action on the basis of data

4. Because the eternal ,consUltant can mantge-to affect
the power -Structure in_a-Way that most internal change
agents cannot, change agents are for the most part, but
not ekclUtiVely, external to the Client system.



5. 01) implie;- a collaborative relationship between change
agents and the client zystem. Collaboration involves
mutual truL-t, joint determination of goaln and means,
and high mutual influence

6. OD change agents usually share a social philosophy, a
vet of valuer; about the world in general and human
organizations in particular which shape their strate-
gies, determine their interventions, and largely govern
their responses to client system.

a.

7. The seventh tajO characteristic is -that change agents
usually Shate-a-ket,ofnerffiatiVe-goals. Those _seals
MO-St-Cott:6SW sought-,aral_ _
a. better-dit4hitational4hterperdOnai-reiAtionthipt
b. a salt= in- traditional values- which- stress

_&ttitit jobAon'af,evenyatth*-ritkot-Ign#Ink

c. deeidieSt Of iterieSedilindiritendint-bet%ieeh and
AMong_pedp.14-in-ordircte_tedUeditentionS _

d. deVelopMent of-torti-effectiVe =team-management
e. deVelopMent of more-openiand_ratiOnal-tethed0.6f

dealingithorg4niiitienai=donfliettAther than
relying 60:-Moretreditional4UtoCratiejtethodt

f. deVeloptent_rof-orgenie-ra-ther=ihan.,Meahinidalsystets
Orgabio==SyttemOrare-Chareeteriiedby-'high-degrees-Of:
(1)' relationthiWbetWeenFaild:rament-groups-
(0 Mutual' confidence= fid ,trnat-

(3)° interdependence -aminahaieivretpontibility
(4) multigroUp:MeMberShiP=andlretpontii5iiity
(5) wide sharing- -of- respons= ibility and control_.

(6)- contlidt-rasointion-through bargaining or problem-.
solving

Bennis (1969, p. 17) states the case for organizational development

by saying:

The basic value underlying all organization development theory
and practice is that of choice. Through focused attention and
through the collection and feedback of relevant data to rele-
vant people, more choices become available and hence better
decisions are made. That is essentially what organization
development is: an educational strategy employing the widest
possible means of experiences-based on behavior in order to
achieve more and better organizational choices in a high turbulent
world.

One of the authors_of this paper has developed several instruments

while serving as an organizational development change agent to gather



data relevant to the recognized problems particular to the school syr-

tets involved. In One school system where the identified problem war,

desegregation, the first step in gathering'data-was, through interviews

and group meetings, to discover what concerns, fears, and problem:, ;.(e4.le

in the school- system felt were assodiated with the desegregation pr,,Litm

These concerns, fears -and- problems Were categorized and converted it :o a

survey instrument to diSCOVer-the intensityHor-tha-problett: Parents,

=pupils, certified_ancertion.=0Ortified-Staff:reSpOnded:te'the sUrvoy_at.d

-data-,anelyied-Wirelpf0Vide&4hiehreVealed4rObleMareat-forthe,tyStem

hd_each -indiVidUal-school by-position-seX,_taCe and age. On the basis

Of the data analysis training prograMs were devited and interventions

implemented.. In another school system the "School Organizational Devel-

opment Questionnaire" which is an instrument adapted from Rensis Likert'S

(1967', pp. 197 -211) "Profile' of Organizational Characteristics" was

administered. The "School Organizational Development Questionnaire" can

be administered to pupils 5th grade through 12th grade- and all certified

staff. It measures organizational health in regard to the 'following sate-
,

gories: confidence and trust in leaders, decision-making, communication,

control, and organizational satisfaction. The scoring procedure and the

accompanying data feedback permits system and individual school analyses

which pinpoint problems in the above mentioned categories by position,

race, by age, and by sex. From the data analyses, intervention programs

are planned and a readministration of the instrument can determine pro-

gress made. A third instrument in the process of development which has

been used in several school systems in Geotgia is the "School Program

Bonanza Game."



The basic idea for the format of the "School Program Bonanza .Came"

came from a report en a transportation survey reported in a London trdle

journal called the E:onomist, May 1970 issue. The nine categories used

in the game were nainly derived from the Coals for Education in (;corgi

pamphlet. These nine catogories are: 1. The 3 R's, 2. The Social

World, 3. The Physical World, 4. The Work World,!. The Arts, 6. Health,

Physical Development and Safety, 7. Making Choices, 8. Relationships with

-Others,_and 9. iDeveApcent of Selfi.-Chder-eaCh-dategOry there.ate'Ort#,-,

illuitrated-Chbicet:
7hClzrtt-dhOiatt-.cOttliOthing=ind-typical y, involvc

a choice Oflittle,gUa4ntie-thatithe:_actiVity-WilI reteiVe-a,planned-eMphe-=- -

-1:-. -tit in -the_Sdhoel t.tOgra0. The secOnd,or =Middle-thOicet-cOst A--tediuM-

amount 0f money,(mediumin that the cost it usually-halt_the-cOtt Of the

third_dhoice)and-typiCally_inVOlVe k-Choice Of_tediUm-or'middle,range

intensity Of tguaranteei-very. oftenr_a_funCtiOnal=apprOach- to _School _progratri-_

The third or last choices cost the most and typically involve a choice of

greatest intensity in each area. For example in the first category, "The

3 R's," the illustrated choices are:

a. Learn the 3 R's from need or interest (a cartoon drawing of

a young can fixing a car while he is reading a "How to" book)

0 clips $ 0

b. Learn enough of the 3 R's to do OK, to get along in the world

(a cartoon drawing of a young man in the tikary reading books

from the "How to Fix It, Get a Job, Build" shelves)

3 clips $ 300

c. Learn 3 R's well enough to be prepared to get into college

r
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(a cartoon drawing of a young man in a cap and gown reading

a letter of acceptance from a college)

6 Clips $ 600

The instructions for the gate are as follows:

Suppose. that your school has just- been given enough money to ;e

each parent._ student-and teacher-spend $2.000- for "sCbhoOl program irove--

Menti. Rise), Suppose that the top row of pictures--(the:firtt pictures in

each :area): is the_,W44OUr- school hati-,been_LefOrt,-:_yOu got the

mOney. In this game you have 20 paper clips and .achclip it --Worth

_ The idea is to -Spend :Your

20 paper clips). The middle isqUaret cOst 2 or 3 paper clips (6'or

$300) and the- ,bottom s tapaills--ot--_chOides cost- 3-0_ 4,- 5, or 6- paper clips.

($300, $400, $5o0 or $600).

Since you must putthe pct number Of piper-Clipt or-money c011ed

for in each square, you do nOt have enough clips (Money) to mike improve-,

ments in each area of the school program. Spend your money to improve

those parts of the program you value-most.

If you have any paper clips left over and do not have enough to put

the exact number called for in a square, then clip the left-over ones to

your answer sheet.

FOLLOW THESE STEPS

1. Fill out the information part of the answer sheet.

2. Start with the 3 R's--read and look at the pictures in each area from

TOP TO BOTTOM.

3. Spend your $2,000 (20 clips).



4. Chino your 0.0ice :. until you arc satisfie4 that you are getting

w!ust you want.

S. Mark answers on the answer sheet.

The game*forces one to make preferences on the hash' of prioritiez.

;)It is simple to adiiihister and to play. Any amount of help can ha given

---
_--=With the exception that the player has to place t he paper clips unattisted.

Ilwart-wee'net_one_instance_reported where there was any butieinOr diffi--

_

-The-dete4ie,thilytedLind440(*ted-ifiliany-different-Ways4AUf=the

4nalytetjtost Manageibleandlriable-iniedittely Ate-the-tie-forth* over-

all tyttem and for the individual school.- -Sumeary-informatiOnliVing

'-jlrequency,_pretentages=end-scorft-arelivenaforitotals and by positions.

Working with the -data-, decisionecen,b4 aide to-Work on high

priority areas rated poorly; or-on areis which show large discrepancies

is far as priorities are concerned; or on areas which the races or sexes

Are in conflict about; or, any other alternative as decided upon by the

:people involved. Although every school his Contributed to the overall

*,system data, each schoOl can look at its own data and individualize the

-School improvement program.

Organitational development is an emerging management strategy which

is action research oriented. It is a process which can be used to attack

_,Any problem in the schools. It is a process that is gaining wide accep-

tant.
in industrial management and is beginning to be used by school sys-

tems throughout the cOuntry to remedy the problems not only inherent in

Our bureaucratic school structureS, but also in school situation where

-:minority groups are present and powerless. Programs and structures which

4
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take into account the needs of those outside the prenent power ntrqtturts
,

begin to to do more than house the minority groups.

SUMMARY

The American political system is extremely complex. The conplexities
-a!!

and present_pradtites-of the system and it institaiOns, such as tt.e.: school

iftstrate_attempts of minorities to maximize opportunities. Such fristra-

14ons and feeling-oeowerlessnest On part, of-AinOrity groups he: led__.

_

Abt--the--eXplotiVe nature_ of -_, he-current-scene znAoo,many-aspects of American

life. It is not enought=to.suggest-thatizinorityliroupt-should work Within

the system.

Drastic change is taking in=AMerica today. For many of us thatplace

;point it:het-debatable. If deltaic_ change-does indeed foster revolution

then our challenge-is to help bring about=peaceful,revolution-by-mtking

-irate changes thatigiV4-060srlothe powerless. 136th-the-Majority and

--tbe minatlyy_grodps_treuottenud with the challenge of developing stra-

tegies and techniques for implementing these strategies which will impart

the-educational, technical, social and political skills which will, enable

the weak to get bread, human. dignity, freedom and strength by their own

offOrts. It is hoped that this paper represents a beginning direction for

-developing strategies to impart these skills.

'
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